Statement of philosophy

We at Augusta Park Childhood Services Centre strive to create a respectful environment where families, children and educators feel welcome and valued as members of our preschool community. We provide developmentally appropriate programs which provide a balance of play, teacher directed experiences, intentional teaching and follows and furthers child initiated ideas and interests. We recognise, and place an emphasis on, the importance of the indoor and outdoor environment where children have access to natural resources and have endless opportunities to make new discoveries. We role model and encourage happiness and confidence in the children and we aim to have fun in all that we do at preschool. Our program reflects a strong focus on the development of Literacy and Numeracy skills through well researched practices. We aim to build and maintain strong and trusting relationships with families, children and work in a partnership with the community and local agencies, departmental staff and sites.

The word web captures all the key aspects which we incorporate and actively work to promote in our preschool.